Greg Best
Consulting, Inc.
16100 Outlook Avenue
Stilwell, KS 66085
816-792-2913

April 8, 2022

SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT KHSC MINOR MOD APPLICATION
The proposed minor mod facility for KHSC has been evaluated for potential interference. TV Study
indicates that the proposed facility has a location that is not fully spaced for Land Mobile operations.
However, KHSC has been licensed at the same location since February of 2014. In addition, KHSC
has spent the last two years (approximately) working with relevant Land Mobile operators and have
resolved the complaints that were raised.
Email correspondence between Ms. Barbara Kreisman at the FCC and the attorney for Cocola is
attached below documenting the progress made during the last year after authorized changes were
made to the KHSC transmission facility.
This instant application proposes to use the same antenna and the same transmitter/antenna
configuration as authorized with STA Blank-0000125112. This facility created no interference.
Therefore, the application for this proposed facility can be and should be granted to best serve the
public interest.
Sincerely,

Consulting Engineer
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April 8, 2022

Hi Barbara. Thanks for your reminder. I’m sorry it has taken a while to respond.
We had some excused absences from work.
On behalf of Cocola Broadcasting Cos. LLC, I can report that the licensee made some
changes to its transmit antenna system for KHSC-LD more than a year ago. We also
heard, but do not have certain knowledge, that the County of Los Angeles likewise
made adjustments in its reception antenna. Regardless, we have had no complaints
of interference in more than a year. We consider the matter now “case closed.”
With respect to your question about the alternate antenna pattern, changes were
implemented promptly after the STA was granted on November 18, 2020, file no.
0000125112. There appears to have been lapse in the STA, even though the new
system still is in place and functioning perfectly (with reduced power). For the lack
of an STA extension I must take responsibility. We will be submitting a new STA
application to cover that interruption.

Michael Couzens
Attorney at Law
6536 Telegraph Avenue, Suite B201
Oakland, CA 94609
Tel. (510) 658-7654
Fax (510) 654-6741
cuz@well.com

On Feb 16, 2022, at 6:43 AM, Barbara Kreisman <Barbara.Kreisman@fcc.gov>
wrote:
Good morning,
We are writing to request an update on the interference issue between KHSC-LD and Los
Angeles County's land mobile operations on Tejon Peak. Has the issue been resolved? If so,
what changes were necessary?
We cannot find any documentation to indicate the outcome of the most recent testing, and
your STA for the alternate antenna expired a number of months ago, so we assume you are back
on the licensed antenna. Is that accurate?
Thank you.

